IT's all Been Thunk!

V. Gutkovich

Score

Start on cue

Alto Sax.

Baritone Sax.

Trumpet in Bb

Trombone

Bass Guitar

Guitar

Start on cue

Start on cue

Start on cue

Start on cue

Start on cue

Start on cue

ALTO SOLO

REPEAT 4X

Db        Eb7       Bbm7      Db        Eb7
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Db        Eb7       Bbm7      Db        Eb7
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Db        Eb7       Bbm7      Db        Eb7
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Db        Eb7       Bbm7      Db        Eb7

ALTO SOLO

REPEAT 4X

Db        Eb7       Bbm7      Db        Eb7

ALTO SOLO

REPEAT 4X

Db        Eb7       Bbm7      Db        Eb7
IT's all Been Thunk!
IT's all Been Thunk!
IT's all Been Thunk!

A. Sx.

B. Sx.

B♭ Tpt.

Tbn.

Bass

Gtr.

 Eb Cm Eb Cm Gm 5 flats  Eb Cm Eb Cm Eb Cn Eb Cn Eb

 Eb Cm Eb Cm Gm 5 flats  Eb Cm Eb Cm Eb Cn Eb Cn Eb

 Eb Cm Eb Cm Gm 5 flats  Eb Cm Eb Cm Eb Cn Eb Cn Eb

 Eb Cm Eb Cm Gm 5 flats  Eb Cm Eb Cm Eb Cn Eb Cn Eb

 Eb Cm Eb Cm Gm 5 flats  Eb Cm Eb Cm Eb Cn Eb Cn Eb

 Eb Cm Eb Cm Gm 5 flats  Eb Cm Eb Cm Eb Cn Eb Cn Eb
Whooooooah, We're gonna make it FUNKY!

New Orleans Feel

REPEAT TILL CUE CHORUS
IT's all Been Thunk!

Whooooooah, We're gonna make it FUNKY!

Drum Solo Until Cue Out, To Top (Horn Line)

CHORUS

Db Eb7

Db Eb7

Db Eb7

Db Eb7

Db Eb7
IT's all Been Thunk!
IT's all Been Thunk!
IT's all Been Thunk!